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the next step is to head over to the samsung website and search for the model number of your monitor. this will give you
the samsung model number, which you will need to enter into the url bar of the samsung website: using the model

number, you can search for the firmware string for your model, which will allow you to download firmware for the exact
model and model number of your monitor. the firmware you download will be in a.bin file format. upload this file to your

computer via a usb cable, and then, through the samloader program, type in the drive name. in this case, the drive name
is xxxxxxxxxx. you will see a progress window informing you that the update is in progress. when finished, you will be

presented with a report indicating that the update was successful. backup any data you want to protect before
proceeding. if you are prompted that the firmware update process is taking longer than the allotted time, you can return

to the samloader program and try again later, but at this point, you should be good to go. and now, a quick
demonstration of the new firmware. to do this, open up a youtube video at 720p and click on the button that says
settings, which is on the top right. you should see a menu that looks like this: there are two ways to download the

firmware. you can manually download a file and save it on your mobile device. or you can use samsungs own downloader
app. it is better than any other downloader application out there. once you have the samsung downloader app installed,
you can now download the firmware you want. you can find the firmware in the downloads section of the app. just tap on

the firmware that you want to download.
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since the m500 is so easy to find, you can actually order it through amazon at the full retail price and get free shipping.
you can also buy the x500 at full retail price at newegg with free shipping, but you will need to pay amazon $9.99 for

prime. the n500 seems to be a decent, cheaper alternative but i have never used one myself. there is also a p500 which
is a budget, slow ssd with a low endurance rating, but i have read that its firmware update function is solid. finally, there

is the m550, which is the slowest of all the sata ssds, but you can get it at amazon for $66.99 free shipping. before
performing any firmware update, it is important to test the device to make sure that it is not in an unrecoverable state.

one way to do this is to boot a live os on the drive. you can do this on the ssd itself with the m500 or any of the ssds
except the owc for which i do not have any experience. the owc spc0701 is a small, inexpensive ssd (i bought mine at

amazon for $55.99) but the software updater is quite useless and doesn't work on osx at all. it can be used in linux, but it
does not report os updates as part of its tests and so it is useless for the purposes of firmware upgrades. apple is typically
slow at releasing firmware updates, and they tend to be fairly conservative with firmware updates. this makes it difficult
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for new mac users to determine whether or not a firmware update is needed. fortunately, the lcd has a web page that
lists all the current firmware updates for the device. apple typically provides information about the update on the same

page, so it should be easy to determine whether or not the device needs a firmware update. 5ec8ef588b
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